
Word problems – subtraction Tricky 

1. Ther were 165 cups in a shop. 37 fell when a shelf broke. How many cups were unbroken? 

2. Harry had £257 in his bank account. His mum let him spend £129 on a new bike. How much was 
left in his account? 

3. Sue collected 412 tokens. She swapped 159 of them for a giant teddy bear. How many tokens 
did she have left? 

4. Bill’s story was 561 words long. Ben’s story was 395 words long. How many more words did Bill 
write than Ben? 

5. There are 615 pages in my book. I have read 293. How many more pages do I need to read? 

6. A car park has room for 125 cars. 53 cars are parked in the car park, how many spaces are 
left? 

7. Andy is reading a book, which has 95 pages. He read 43 pages how many more pages has he left 
to read? 

 

 

Word problems – subtraction Trickier 

1. Sunil buys a can of cola which contains 330ml. Emma buys a bottle of cola which contains 
500ml. How much more cola is there in the bottle than the can? 

2. A car park has room for 275 cars. 129 cars are parked in the car park, how many spaces are 
left?  

3. Daniel is 151cm tall. His friend’s height is 138cm. What is the difference in their height? 

4. Daniel had some string for his conker that was 168cm long. How much did his dad cut off so 
that the string was only 79cm?                               

5. Cilla wants to buy a new car for £6450. She has £4880 in her savings account. How much more 
money does she need to save? 

6. Daniel planned to cycle 364 miles in one week. On the first day he cycled 72 miles.  How much 
further did he have to go? 

7. Andy is reading a book, which has 95 pages. He read 28 pages how many more pages has he left 
to read? 

 

 

 



Word problems – subtraction Trickiest 

1. There were 1165 cups delivered to a shop. Half of them were pink. The other half were blue. 
237 were broken when they arrived. How many cups were unbroken? 

2. Harry had £2257 in his bank account. He had been saving it for 14 years using his birthday 
money. His mum let him spend £1329 on a special mountain bike that he could use in a 112 mile 
race. How much was left in his account? 

3. Sue collected 4212 token when she spent over £50 on her shopping. She swapped 1675 of 
them for a day at a theme park which was 112 miles from her house. How many tokens did she 
have left? 

4. Bill’s story was about Dinosaurs and it was 1561 words long. Ben’s story was about pirates and 
it was only 1395 words long. How many more words did ~Bill write than Ben? 

5. There are 2615 pages in my book. It is the seventh book in a series. I have read 1293. How 
man more pages to I need to read before I can move onto the eight book? 

6. Raina has £94,037 in her savings account. She takes out £14,749. How much is left in the 
account? 

7. A company makes 761,403 jars of jam and 568,705 jars of marmalade. How many fewer jars of 
marmalade than jam are made? 

'Dicey Operations' - Everyone 
Each of you draw a subtraction grid like this: 
 

 
 
Throw the dice eight times each until all the cells are full. 

Whoever has the difference closest to 1000 wins. 

There are two possible scoring systems: 

• A point for a win. The first person to reach 10 wins the game. 
• Each player keeps a running total of their "penalty points", the difference between their result and 

1000 after each round. First to 5000 loses. 

You can vary the target to make it easier or more difficult, perhaps including negative numbers as your 
target. 
 

 



 

ANSWERS 

 

Tricky Trickier Trickiest 

128 cups 201 ml 928 cups 

£128 146 cars £928 

253 tokens 13 cm 2,537 tokens 

166 words 89 cm 166 words 

322 words £1,570 1,322 pages 

72 cars 292 miles £79,288 

92 pages 67 pages 192,698 jars 

 


